**Vocabulary List 8A - English 9**

**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. Part 3: The “Be Verbs” are - *am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been*. Your sentences must be 100% grammatically correct and you must show that you know what the word means.

**MAR: sea**

1. **maritime:** adj.

2. **mariner:** n.

3. **marsh:** n.

4. **marina:** n.

5. **aquamarine:** n.

**SE: apart**

6. **secede:** v.

7. **segregate:** v.

8. **segment:** n.

9. **sedition:** n.

**MICRO: small**

10. **microbe:** n.
A. a bluish-green stone; adj. bluish-green (sea color)
B. a germ
C. a harbor for pleasure boats
D. a sailor
E. a wet land; swamp
F. act of inciting rebellion against the government
G. part of a larger piece
H. relating to commerce or navigation on the sea
I. to cut off from the general mass
J. to withdraw from an organization